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● Context
○ What are we trying to accomplish?

■ How lifting up tenant voices helps us accomplish our goals
○ Tenant voices in recent news articles
○ Storybanks

● Short discussion
○ Topic: Your experiences with lifting up tenant voices in the media

● Building a relationship with tenants
○ Case study with Cory Winter, Hamilton Families
○ Case study with Stephanie Picard Bowen, Generation Housing

● Preparing tenants for press interviews
● Q&A 2

Agenda for today’s training



Our goal is to elevate the conversation around housing in ways that prioritize racial equity 
and highlight the challenges faced by renters across our region. This approach is also 
designed to unseat negative attitudes about renters and reduce resistance to the 3Ps 
consensus policy frame. We want to shift the narrative:

● From housing scarcity →  housing justice
● From individual responsibility →  structural change
● From “rugged individualism”  →   a shared community that benefits all
● From fear of loss through change →   confronting the risks of the status quo
● From defeatism and reliance on luck  →  belief in change through collective action
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What are we trying to accomplish?



How lifting up tenant voices in the press helps us 
accomplish these goals:

● Underscores the concept that achieving housing justice requires 
structural change

● Counters defeatist attitudes around housing by showing how life 
changing it is to have safe, stable, affordable housing

● Helps the issue of housing insecurity reach a broader audience
● Gives tenants some agency in how their situations and stories are 

shared
● Makes the news story about people -- not just housing prices
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Examples of tenant voices in recent news articles
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Examples of tenant voices in recent news articles
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What is a storybank?
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Storybanks are a database of personal stories on any one topic (i.e. housing 
insecurity) that groups can refer to when fielding media requests

Columns for storybank spreadsheet:
● NOTES
● NAME
● EMAIL
● PHONE
● CONTACT PROTOCOL
● LANGUAGES
● STORY SUMMARY
● COMFORT W/ MEDIA



Why storybanks are important:

● Helps you organize the people available to speak to subsets of the 
broader issue so that it lives in a permanent place

● Helps you understand the gaps in stories/perspectives ahead of media 
requests

● Allows organizations to work together in uplifting housing justice stories
● Can easily find people in specific places/counties to line up with media 

requests 
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DISCUSSION:
What challenges does your organization run 

into when getting to know and putting 
forward tenant voices in the news?
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BRINGING IN & GETTING TO KNOW LOCAL 
TENANT VOICES
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CASE STUDY WITH HAMILTON FAMILIES
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CASE STUDY: GENERATION HOUSING
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Bringing in community voices
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Bringing in community voices
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Bringing in community voices
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Building relationships with community voices
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Putting forward community voices in communications
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PREPARING TENANTS FOR PRESS 
INTERVIEWS
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Before the Interview
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● Make sure to set up a translator if needed
● Offer to do practice interviews with the tenant ahead of time
● Be explicit with the reporter about what the parameters are and how 

the tenant wishes to be identified (i.e. no last name, pseudonym, etc.)
● Be available to join the call in a listening capacity and step in if the 

tenant feels uncomfortable or nervous at any time 



Tips to Share with Tenants Before Interviews
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● Tell your story using examples and anecdotes 
● Speak specifically about things you know
● Take your time answering questions – it’s okay to collect your thoughts
● Don’t be pressured to share personal information that you are not 

comfortable sharing
● Don’t give information you are not confident is accurate
● Don’t answer questions you don’t understand – break the questions 

down, or ask the reporter to do so
● It’s ok to end the interview if it’s hostile or makes you feel uncomfortable



QUESTIONS?
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